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Today, Israel is as militarily strategically important to America
against the waxing Islamist threat to Europe and NATO, as Great
Britain was to America against Hitler’s 1939 Nazi war machine.
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On December 13, 2018, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
remarked with Greek Acting Foreign Minister George Katrougalos
that the Eastern Mediterranean is “an important strategic border. The
US is working to strengthen our relations with stable democracies
and democratic allies there. Allies like Greece, Cyprus and Israel.”
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From Hitler’s invasion of Poland, Sept. 1, 1939, to Japan’s attack on Pearl
Harbor Dec. 7/ Germany’s Declaration of War on America, Dec. 11, 1941,
Great Britain stood alone against the indiscriminate civilian bombings by the
Nazi genocidal war machine that had already devoured, occupied, and
genocidally murdered Western Europe.

Last Jew in 
Vinnitsa, Ukraine 
circa Sept1941
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But, if one had merely glanced at a 1937 “Air France” map, one
would have seen that the only armed force between Hitler’s
genocidal Nazi Regime and America was the island of Great Britain,
and Her Majesty’s fleet.
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Nevertheless, up until the attack on Pearl Harbor, Dec. 7, 1941, many
Americans and politicians strongly agitated against America helping Great
Britain, and even advocated for abandoning Great Britain and making a
separate peace with Hitler.

Des Moines Speech, September 11, 1939
The three most important groups who have been pressing this country toward war are the

British, the Jewish and the Roosevelt administration.
.  .  . The second major group I mentioned is the Jewish.
. . . Their [the Jews] greatest danger to this country lies in their large ownership and

influence in our motion picture, our press, our radio and our government.
I am not attacking . . . the Jewish . . . people. But I am saying that the leaders of the Jewish

race, for reasons which are understandable from their viewpoint as they are inadvisable
from ours, for reasons that are not American, wish to involve us in the war.
We cannot blame them for looking out for what they believe to be their own interests, but

we also must look out for ours. We cannot allow the natural passions and prejudices of
other peoples to lead our country to destruction.
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Had the United States lost Great Britain to the Nazis in 1941, the United 
States could not have ever launched the military operations from Great
Britain that freed North Africa and Italy from the Nazis.

In 1942, Operation Torch was launched 
from Great Britain onto  North Africa.
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In 1943, Operation Avalanche was launched 
from the now Allied occupied North Africa 
onto the Italian Peninsula.



Had Great Britain been 
lost to the Nazis, Hitler’s 
“Atlantic Wall” would 
have been the “Atlantic 
Ocean” rather than the 
“Atlantic Wall” of the 
west coast of France.  
The 1943 Allied Italian 
Campaign drew off 
350,000 German troops  
from defending against 
the 1944 Allied invasion 
of Nazi’s “Atlantic Wall” 
of France.
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In June 1944, without the Allied military footholds of North Africa, and
Italy, and of Great Britain herself, America could never have
successfully launched Operation Overlord, or D-Day, the Allied
invasion of Nazi-held France at Normandy with 156,000 Allied soldiers
that faced 50,000 hardened and dug-in Nazi defenders.
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Without America’s forward base of Great Britain threatening the core of
Hitler’s Third Reich itself, Hitler possessed viable plans to invade North
America through North Africa and South America.
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America, and her “One Ocean Navy”, would have faced a Nazi
Atlantic/South American invasion without Great Britain, or its fleet, at the
same time America would have also faced a Japanese Eastern-hemispheric
second-front.
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And, to add rocket fuel to the fire, Hitler already possessed game-
changing next-next generation rockets that could have soon
threatened North America. Hitler’s had, in fact, already been fully
designed in 1940-1941, and, in 1944, christened “Amerika Rakete.”
In 1944, Hitler’s A-4 (the “V-2”) sent 2,200 pounds of high explosives
200 miles into London. With time and resources, Hitler’s A-10 would
have hurled 2200 pounds of warhead 600 miles; then 1200, 2400 miles
into New York City.
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In 2019, America has its
Nazi-Loving Charles Lindbergh:

In 2019, America has its
Islamist-loving Rep. Ilhan Omar:
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The three most important groups who have been pressing this country toward war are the

British, the Jewish and the Roosevelt administration.
.  .  . The second major group I mentioned is the Jewish.
. . . Their [the Jews] greatest danger to this country lies in their large ownership and

influence in our motion picture, our press, our radio and our government.
I am not attacking . . . the Jewish . . . people. But I am saying that the leaders of the Jewish

race, for reasons which are understandable from their viewpoint as they are inadvisable
from ours, for reasons that are not American, wish to involve us in the war.
We cannot blame them for looking out for what they believe to be their own interests, but

we also must look out for ours. We cannot allow the natural passions and prejudices of
other peoples to lead our country to destruction.



Now, if we should have studied maps of the Nazi military threat to the US
in 1941, let’s re-look at the 2019 Middle East Islamist threat map to the
US and its NATO allies that pits the 11 million Christians in the NATO-
protected-country Greece against the Islamist arc of over 487 million
Muslims in the map’s borders.
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What is the only non-Muslim country (with an army) between the 11 million
Greeks that the United States is sworn to defend under NATO, and the 487
million Muslims in the pictured countries that are in various states of either
being failed states, becoming failed states, or are already full Islamist
states? Israel, and only Israel!
(Cyprus is a non-NATO Christian country of only about 900,000 people
which is less than the combined standing armies of Turkey, and Egypt
where Turkey already occupies north Cyprus.)
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Any “Two-State Solution” would enable Islamist/Palestinian terrorists
to smuggle the same type of Gaza small short-range rockets into the
West Bank State. Then, the Palestinian terrorists would fire the 40
pound warheads from the West Bank into the Tel Aviv coastal plain.
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Now, Gaza rockets can mostly hit most empty farmland; West Bank  
rockets would hit highly and densely populated cities i.e. Tel Aviv.
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In a response to a Palestinian West Bank rocket attack into Tel
Aviv, any attempt by Israel to re-invade Palestine would surely
provoke an Islamic reaction that would wipe Israel off the face of
the Earth.
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On December 12, 2017, Yeni Safak, 
a leading daily Turkish newspaper, 
considered the mouthpiece of 
Turkish President Recep Erdogan 
and his ruling  hard-right AKP party, 
published an article ahead of an 
OIC Meeting on Jerusalem entitled, 
“What if a Muslim army was 
established against Israel?  If the 
member states of the OIC unite 
militarily, they will form the world’s 
largest  and most comprehensive 
army.” Turkey is a NATO member. 
The article went  on to state that
“(t)he establishment of a possible
Muslim army would ensure that Israel 
is militarily surrounded.”
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The same Yeni Safak “Muslim Army” 
article also quoted Turkish President  
Erdoğan, the then “term leader of the 
OIC,” as saying, “Those who think  
Jerusalem belongs to them today will 
not be able to find a tree to hide behind  
tomorrow.”
SUNNAH.comstatesBook 54, Hadith
105 (also the basis of the Hamas Charter 
“Day of Judgment” Article7) says:Abu
Huraira reported Allah'sMessengeras  
saying: The last hour would not come 
unless the Muslims will fight against the 
Jews and the Muslims would kill them 
until the Jews would hide themselves  
behind a stone or a tree and a stone or
a tree would say: Muslim, or the servant  
of Allah, there is a Jew behind me; come
and kill him; but the tree Gharqad would  
not say, for it is the tree of the Jews.
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Informal English translation of the 
Phileleftheros dated November 26, 2011

Hello Mark, I saw the story when I went through
Phileleftheros' weekend editions. It was published
on Saturday November 26. The story starts on the
first page under the title "Israel examines war
scenarios"
The mains story, in three parts, appears on page
five. In the first part it mentions that Israel pays
special attention to Turkish threats, especially after
Erdogan's openings to Muslim countries in North
Africa. It notes that recently many analysts and
experts refer to the dangers to be watched for not
just in the region but also for Europe due to
Turkish policies of expansion. Then it refers to
statements you have made to the Israeli News
Agency on the Israeli's Deputy Foreign Minister's
visit to Greece.
The second part refers to Israel's efforts to
upgrade its naval forces, in an effort to protect the
drilling platforms in the Eastern Mediterranean.
The third part refers to "An extremely interesting
analysis by Mark Langfan with graphics noting that
the analysis is based on the hypothetical but not
impossible scenario of an Iranian control of all
Arab states, even the occupation of Israel. Based
on this scenario, but also due to Turkish
expansionist policies the American topographer
and analysts explains the reasons for which NATO
must support Israel, which he presents as the
power that could protect both Cyprus and Greece
from the neo-ottoman expansionist police of
Turkey."
"In his analysis he notes that Turkey attempts to
steal the natural gas from the Greek Cypriots and
Israel, the value of which is many billions of
dollars. These billions will be used to fund the
military development of Mediterranean Islamic
countries."
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The deepening cooperation between Greece, Cyprus and Israel 
in the  EastMed pipeline project has gained endorsement from 
the United States  but left Turkey excluded in what could be a
major regional energy corridor.

Cyprus, Israel and  
Greece eye up 'Eastern  
Mediterranean alliance'

By Martin Hannan 
March 27, 2019

Greek Cypriot 
Foreign Minister 
Nikos Christodoulides
emphasised the
countries’ existing
connections.

Turkey left out as EastMed pipeline 
cooperation deepens-analyst 

By Martin Hvannan
4/12/2019
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In the wake of Israeli loss and destruction, how many hundreds of
billions of dollars and thousands of precious American soldiers’ lives
will have to be shed to protect the NATO-country Greece, and Italy from
being overrun by the Islamist military threat that will fill that vacuum?
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And, if the NATO Member Turkish President Erdogan exhorted an
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood Islamist crowd that an Egyptian-
Turkish alliance would “form a force of 150 million strong” and “We
are substantially surrounding the Mediterranean” in public, one can
only imagine what the “real” Islamist Jihadis are saying in private.
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A secure Israel, with the West Bank, is not the “cause of instability”
in the Middle East; but rather, a secure Israel is the sole cause of
stability in the Middle East, and a beacon of freedom and democracy.
Without Israel acting as an insulating, stabilizing buffer between the
unstable Middle-East states, an all Islamist-hell would break loose.
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Israel is the only force stopping the Middle East from becoming a Muslim-
murder-Muslim Islamist genocidal maelstrom, where the ultimate Islamist
winner will be the most violent and brutal Islamist Caliphate left. It would
make Syria, by comparison, look like a picnic.
Support of Great Britain in 1939 was true, pure allegiance to the safety,
national security, and Constitution of the United States of America.
Support of Israel in 2019 is true, pure allegiance to the safety, national
security, and Constitution of the United States of America.
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Bunting Cloverleaf Map, circa 1581
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Source: Winston Churchill
(circa 1941 map)

Jan. 13,
1935
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1939: Lt. Gen. Erwin Rommel said, “Persia and Iraq together provided in all some 15 
million tons of mineral oil, compared  with Romania’s 6.5 tons.”
1 April: Pro-Nazi Coup d’etat in Iraq
17 April: Pro-Nazi Iraqi Government asks Germany for military assistance in the 
event of a war with Great Britain May 3, Hitler ordered, “Everything possible be 
done with regard to military support” for the Iraqi Nazi Coup.
May 5-6 French Admiral Darlan agrees to full Nazi use and access to French military 
stores and bases in Syria.

Washington [via U.S. Embassy] 
May 1, 1941

For Former Naval Person [Winston 
Churchill from President Roosevelt]
. . .
3. In regard to yours of April 29, my 
thought in regard to eastern  
Mediterranean is:
(a) You have done not only heroic, but 

very useful work in Greece and the 
territorial loss is more than 
compensated for by necessity  for 
enormous German concentration and 
resulting enormous  German losses in 
men and material.

(b) Having sent all men and equipment to 
Greece you could possibly spare, you 
have fought a holy justified delaying 
action and  will continue to do so in 
other parts of the eastern 
Mediterranean,  including North Africa 
and the Near East. Furthermore, that if  
additional withdrawals become 
necessary, they will all be part of  the 
plot of the plan which at this stage of 
the war shortens British  lines, greatly 
extends the Axis lines, and compels 
the enemy to  expand great quantities 
of men and equipment.

I am satisfied that both here and in Britain 
public opinion is growing  to realize that 
even if you have to withdraw further in the 
eastern  Mediterranean, you will not allow 
any great debacle or surrender,  and in the 
last analysis the Naval control of the Indian 
Ocean and  the Atlantic Ocean will in time 
win the war.
(f) Personally, I am not downcast by more 
spread of Germany for
additional large territories. There is little of 
raw materials in all of  them put together--
not enough to maintain or compensate for 
huge  occupation forces. The exception is 
oil in Mosul and Iraq and I  assume 
production there could be practically 

London [via U.S Embassy]
May 3, 1941, 9 p.m./TOR 2:50 A.M., 
May 4

From Former Naval Person [Winston 
Churchill] to President Roosevelt

. . .

Four. Your paragraph three. We must not 
be too  sure that the consequences of the 
loss of Egypt in  the Middle East would not 
be grave. It would  seriously increase the 
hazards of the Atlantic and  Pacific and 
could hardly fail to prolong the war with  all 
the suffering and military dangers that this 
would  entail. We shall fight on whatever 
happens, but  please remember the 
attitude of Spain, Vichy,  Turkey, and 
Japan maybe finally determined by the  
outcome of the struggle in this theater of 
war. I  cannot take the view that the loss 
of Egypt and the  Middle East would be a 
mere preliminary to the  successful 
maintenance of a prolonged oceanic war.  
If all Europe, the greater part of Asia and 
Africa  became, either by conquest or 
agreement under  duress, a part of the 
Axis system, a war maintained  by the 
British Isles, the United States, Canada, 
and  Australia against this mighty 
agglomeration would  be hard, long and 
bleak proposition.
. . .

But I adjure you, Mr. President, not 
to  underrate the gravity of the 
consequences which  may follow from a 
middle eastern collapse . . ..

ML note:  April 27, 1941, Sunday, May 2, Friday
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Source: United States Department  
Secret Wartime correspondence, 1941
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(circa 1953 map)
Source: Winston Churchill  (circa 

1941 map)

“Not in Use”

Oil / Gas Pipelines Map,  
circa 2016
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Transnational Railroad 
to Link Iran, Iraq, Syria

FARS News Agency
Sat Apr 13, 2019

TEHRAN (FNA)- Iraqi Republic Railways Company  
Chief Salib al-Hussaini said that Tehran, Baghdad  
and Damascus will soon hold a summit to further 
discuss the development of a transnational railway  
line linking the three countries.
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The Allon Plan Post-1967
(circa 1967)
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To recap, on December 13, 2018, US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo remarked with Greek Acting Foreign Minister George
Katrougalos that the Eastern Mediterranean is “an important strategic
border. The US is working to strengthen our relations with stable
democracies and democratic allies there. Allies like Greece, Cyprus
and Israel.”
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A safe and secure Israel is America’s and NATO’s first, and last, line of
defense against an Islamist tidal wave that will attempt to destroy Europe,
America, and Western Civilization.

Today, Israel is as militarily strategically important to America against the
waxing Islamist threat to Europe and NATO, as Great Britain was to
America against Hitler’s 1939 Nazi war machine.
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Jewish women and children from 
Liepaja stand on the  edge of a pit 
before being murdered, Dec. 15, 1941.

A Latvian policeman known as a
'kicker' walks along the edge of a mass
grave filled with the bodies of women
and children who had just been shot,
December 15-17, 1941. It was the
kicker's job to push in the bodies that
did not fall into the mass grave during
the shooting.

Liepaja, Latvia Nazi Massacre of Jewish Civilians, 
December 15-17, 1941
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